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Dear nVent Team,

Thank you for your commitment to our vision of a world free of MS. Your support is changing lives.

No one should face MS alone. And thanks to people like you, no one has to. The National MS Society is here for every person with MS – we always will be – until we find a cure for everyone. The nearly 1 million people living with MS and their families nationwide can count on us to partner with them to move their lives forward as we work together to end MS forever.

In 2022, our National Teams raised $7.4 million. Together we are stronger! There’s no doubt about that. Team captains rallied 7,000 event participants to join the MS movement. Thank you!

We will cure MS while empowering people affected by MS to live their best lives—that's our mission, and to achieve this we provide global leadership to implement the scientific roadmap, Pathways to MS Cures.

We shine a light on the biggest problems and advocate for policies that solve them. We provide MS Navigator support and many other connections, so people affected by MS are empowered to live their best lives. Your partnership in this movement is critical to fulfilling our mission. Again, and again...thank you!

Sincerely,

Cyndi Zagieboylo
President & CEO
National MS Society
2022 NATIONAL TEAM IMPACT

48 TEAM MEMBERS
Rallied together across the U.S.A

5 TEAMS
Participated in Society events

OVER $38,875 TOTAL FUNDRAISED
In support of the MS community

Top Fundraising Teams

1. Waves to Wine $29,340
2. Twin Cities Ride $4,144
3. Buckeye Breakaway $2,370
4. MS 150 Minnesota $1,885
5. Arizona $1,135

Bike MS fulfills me by creating connection, commitment, and caring to my Bike MS colleagues and externally to the people that are helped by the fundraising of the MS Society. I love the biking too – the rides are so much fun!
- Linda Kiss
NATIONAL TEAM HIGHLIGHTS

- nVent expanded its footprint with 2 new teams hitting the road in support of the MS Community at Bike MS: Twin Cities Ride & Bike MS: Arizona.

- nVent employees from across the country donated $5,077 to the MS Society and submitted $4,977 in matching funds totaling a $10,054 impact.

- 22 nVent team members have a connection to someone living with MS.

- Linda & Bob Kiss raised over $5,000 making it into the Passport Club.

- 68% of team members are nVent employees.

- nVent team members from across the country attended monthly networking calls and training rides including our employee resources group, ENCORE.

- 80% of nVent teams strengthened the MS Movement by recruiting 5+ team members.
Team nVent
National Team Impact

100% OF PEOPLE AFFECTED BY MS nationwide have access to a MS Navigator — a dedicated partner for overcoming challenges.

559,244 PEOPLE LIVING WITH MS are connected to the Society.

6.5 MILLION PEOPLE ACCESS nationalMSsociety.org annually.

OVER 87,000 HEALTHCARE PROVIDERS engaged with the Society through in-person and virtual support.

24,905 ANNUAL PROGRAM PARTICIPANTS People who participate in Society programs live better lives — they are less isolated, better informed and happier.

388 ESTABLISHED PARTNERSHIPS with high-quality MS care centers.

39,809 MS ACTIVISTS influence policy for people with MS — including grants for millions of family caregivers, tax credits for home modifications, and billions in federal MS research funding.

Funded over $1.1 billion IN RESEARCH since 1946.

We will cure MS while empowering people affected by MS to live their best lives –

It's Only Possible with You.
For more information, contact:
Linda Kiss, National Team Captain